Prove attendance and replace manual signatures in bathrooms
with a simple tap of a smart phone.

Q. Can you really track if bathrooms are cleaned
every hour according to the signatures?
With Totalmobile VeriClean, replace those outdated checklists with NFC tags and
mobilise your workforce. Service workers simply scan a tag and submit details on
the work carried out so you can track and report on cleanings.

Compliance

Using VeriClean, businesses have greater visibility that bathrooms have
been attended, cleaned and restocked, ensuring compliance. Prove
cleaning SLAs are met and have all the information at hand should it be
needed for auditing purposes or to understand what happened should
there be a complaint.

Consistency

VeriClean delivers reliable reporting for you and/or your customers,
improving the consistency of service and offering an enhanced customer
experience. With intuitve forms, information is easily captured in a reliable
format replacing paper-based processes. Additionally, VeriClean allows
workers to record any issues or incidents such as broken mirrors or water
leaks.

Capacity

Increase your workforce capacity by identifying new opportunities to
generate more work with an efficient managed workforce. VeriClean allows
you to easily record accurate information and the reporting analysis helps
you identify key trends to ensure staff time is used effectively.

Cost

With VeriClean, bathroom checks can be completed efficiently,
reducing overall costs by effective management of your resources.
By analysing the reports produced you can achieve improved cost
savings overall, for example you could identify trends in stock
requirements such as how much soap, towels, toilet rolls etc, are
needed.

Verifying cleaning records is now simple and
more reliable than ever.
We’ve all seen it, the signed and dated checklist that informs customers when and how often a bathroom in a
hotel, airport or hospital has been cleaned. The observant among us notice it’s the same writing with the same
colour pen, throughout the day. How can we make these duties more accountable and reportable? If a patron
registers a complaint, wouldn’t it be nice to know you have a full audit of the cleaning for that bathroom, to be
better informed to handle the situation?

What is the solution?
Simply replace those paper checklists with NFC tags. Mobile
workers can scan the tag to prove they were there, and submit
a simple report detailing items cleaned and/or stock refilled.
Additionally, should there be any issues with the bathroom that
might need someone with specific skills, such as a broken mirror
or a water leak, the worker can report the incident.

For more information about VeriClean
and how being compliant can benefit

your organisation, please get in touch
with one of our sales representatives

who will be more than happy to assist
and get you up and running.

Capabilities
• Auto Submit on tag (if desired)
• Alternative options for devices that are not
NFC enabled
• Custom forms for bathroom type
• Reports - Audit
• Reports – Rooms, Stock & Cleans
• Reports - User Performance

Call +44 28 9033 0111
totalmobile.co.uk/vericlean
info@totalmobile.co.uk

